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PREFACE
The report is based on the data collected in the State sample in
schedule 1.0 of 54th round (January, 1998 to June, 1998) of the National
Sample Survey on the subject “Household Consumer Expenditure.” The
objective of this report is to judge the living status of population in the rural
and urban areas of the State.

Mumbai:
Date:

(B.M.Nagrale)
Director of Economics & Statistics,
Mumbai.
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Chapter –1
Introduction
1.0
The data on household consumer
expenditure were collected in every round of
National sample survey from its inception
(1950-51) upto the 26th round (1973-74).
After the 26th round of the survey, the
Governing Council of NSSO decided that the
surveys on consumer expenditure and
employment situation might be undertaken
together once in every five years.
Accordingly, quinquennial surveys on
consumer expenditure and employment were
conducted in the 27th, 32nd, 38th, 43rd and
50th round of NSS, at roughly 5-year interval.
In these rounds both survey schedulessch.1.0 dealing with household consumer
expenditure and sch.10 with employment and
unemployment were canvassed in each
sample household.

practices. In addition, schedule 1.0 designed
to collect household consumer expenditure
data and some activity and employment
particulars of household members was
canvassed in four sample households per
sample village/block.

1.1
Annual series: By considering the
need for an annual series of data on consumer
expenditure, the Governing Council decided
to carry on consumer expenditure - cum employment enquiry in each NSS survey
starting from the 42nd expenditure enquiry.
For such a survey, a slightly abridged version
of sch.1.0 was canvassed to 2 or 4 sample
households per sample village/block.

1.4
Geographical
coverage:
The
geographical coverage of the survey was the
entire rural and urban areas of the State.

1.2
The Government of Maharashtra
participates in these rounds on a matching
sample basis independently. We call this
sample as the State sample. The present
report based on the State sample gives results
of the 54th round survey (January - June
1998) on consumer expenditure. The
principal subjects included in this survey
were common property resources, sanitation
and hygiene services and cultivation

1.3
Survey period and reference
period: The fieldwork of the survey was
carried out during the period (January to
June, 1998). The reference period for
collection of data on consumer expenditure
was 30 days preceding the date of survey, for
one half of the sample of households
(schedule type - 1). In the other half (schedule
type -2), different reference periods of 7, 30
and 365 days duration were used for different
items.

1.5
Sample size: The information was
collected from 1340 households spread over
335 villages and 318 urban blocks.
1.6
Contents of the report: Concepts and
definitions are given in Chapter two. Sample
design and estimation procedure is given in
chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with main findings
of the survey. Comparative picture in respect
of some of the important characteristic of the
Central and State sample estimates is shown
in chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents comparative
picture of some important characteristics
based on 54th round survey and earlier
surveys. The detailed tables are shown in
Appendix-I.
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Chapter - 2
Concepts And Definitions
2.0. Some of the concepts and definitions
used in the survey are given below.
2.1.
Household: A group of persons
normally living together and taking food from
a common kitchen constitutes a household.
The word "normally" means that temporary
visitors are excluded but temporary stayaways are included. Thus a son or daughter
residing in a hostel for studies is excluded
from the household of his/her parents, but a
resident employee or resident domestic
servant or paying guest (but not just a tenant
in the house) is included in the
employer/host's household. "Living together"
is usually given more importance than
"sharing food from a common kitchen" in
drawing the boundaries of a household in
case the two criteria are in conflict; however,
in the special case of a person taking food
with his family but sleeping elsewhere (say in
a shop or a different house) due to space
shortage, the household formed by such a
person's family members is taken to include
the person also. Each inmate of a mess, hotel,
boarding and lodging house, hostel, etc. is
considered as a single-member household
except that a family living in a hotel (say) is
considered as one household only; the same
applies to residential staff of such
establishments.
2.2
Adult: A person who has completed
15 years of age.
2.3
Household size: The size of a
household is the total number of persons in
the household.
2.4
Household consumer expenditure:
The expenditure incurred by a household on

domestic consumption during the reference
period is the household's consumer
expenditure. The household consumer
expenditure is the total of the monetary
values of consumption of various groups of
items namely (i) food, pan (betel leaves),
tobacco, intoxicants and fuel and light, (ii)
clothing and footwear and (iii) miscellaneous
goods and services and durable articles.
2.5
For groups (i) and (ii), the total value
of consumption is derived by aggregating the
monetary value of goods actually consumed
during the reference period. An item of
clothing and footwear would be considered to
have been consumed if it is brought into
maiden or first use during the reference
period. The consumption may be out of (a)
purchases made during the reference period
or earlier; (b) home grown stock; (c) receipt
in exchange of goods and services; (d) any
other receipt like gift, charity, borrowing and
(e) free collection. Home produce is
evaluated at the ex-farm or ex- factory price.
For evaluating the consumption of the items
of group (iii) i.e. items categorized as
miscellaneous goods and services and durable
articles, a different approach is followed. In
this case, the expenditure made during the
reference period for the purchase of goods
and services is considered as consumption.
2.6
It is pertinent to mention here that the
consumer expenditure of a household on food
items relates to the actual consumption by the
normal resident members of the household
and also by the guests whether during
ceremonies or otherwise. To avoid double
counting, transfer payments like charity, loan
advance, etc. made by the household are not
considered as consumption for items of
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groups (i) and (ii), since transfer receipts of
these items have been taken into account.
However, the item "cooked meals" is an
exception to the rule. Meals prepared in the
household kitchen and provided to the
employees and/or others would automatically
get included in domestic consumption of
employer (payer) household. There is a
practical difficulty of estimating the
quantities and values of individual items used
for preparing the meals served to employees
or to others. Thus, to avoid double counting,
cooked meals received, as perquisites from
employer household or as gift or charity are
not recorded in the recipient household. As a
general principle, cooked meals purchased
from the market for consumption of the
normal resident members and for guests and
employees will also be recorded in the
purchaser household.
2.7
This procedure of recording cooked
meals served to others in the expenditure of
the serving households only leads to bias-free
estimates of average per capita consumption
as well as total consumer expenditure.
However, as the proportions of donors and
recipients of free cooked meals are likely to
vary in opposite directions over the
expenditure classes, the nutritional intake
derived from the consumer expenditure
survey data may present a somewhat distorted
picture. These derived nutrition intakes may
get inflated for the rich (net donors) and
somewhat understated for the poor (net
recipients). This point has to be kept in mind
while using the NSS consumer expenditure
data for any nutritional studies relating to the
nutritional status of households.
2.8
Value of consumption: Consumption
out of purchase is evaluated at the purchase
price. Consumption out of home produce is
evaluated at ex-farm or ex-factory price.
Value of consumption out of gifts, loans, free
goods & services,
and medical

collection, and goods received in exchange of
goods and services is imputed at the rate of
average local retail prices prevailing during
the reference period.
2.9.
Monthly per capita consumer
expenditure (MPCE): For a household, this
is its 30 days’ total consumer expenditure
divided by its size. A person's MPCE is
understood as that of the household to which
he she belongs.
2.10. Reference period: In collecting data
on consumption, the adoption of a reference
period always involves a difficult choice. Too
short a reference period (such as 1 day) gives
rise to irregular data as a household's
consumption expenditure does fluctuate a
great deal from day to day, or from week to
week. Too long a reference period, on the
other hand, can introduce a good amount of
recall error into the data. The annual series of
consumer expenditure surveys, upto the 49th
round, used a uniform reference period of
"last 30 days" for all items of consumption. In
the bigger surveys of the quinquennial series,
an additional reference period of "last 365
days" was used for some items of
consumption - particularly clothing, footwear
and durable goods - but most results were
tabulated using the "last 30 days" data.
During the 51st and 52nd rounds, one-half of
the sample of households were subjected to
schedule type 1, which had a reference period
of 30 days throughout. In the other half of the
sample, a schedule (schedule type 2) with
different reference periods for different items
was tried out on an experimental basis. The
reference periods for schedule type 2 were:
food, pan, tobacco
and intoxicants

last 7 days

fuel & light,
miscellaneous

last 30 days
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(non-institutional)

educational,
medical
(institutional),
clothing, footwear
and durable goods

last 365 days

2.11 Milk and milk products: This
includes ghee, butter, curd, ice-cream etc.
Milk-based sweetmeats (pera, rosogolla etc.)
come under "beverages, refreshments and
processed food" unless they are prepared
from milk, sugar, etc. within the household.
In the latter case consumption of milk, sugar,
etc., are accounted separately instead of the
entire consumption being accounted under
"milk products".
2.12 Clothing and footwear: This
category includes bedsheets, bedcovers,
pillows, curtains, mattresses, blankets, rugs,
mats and mattings, cotton yarn, wool and
knitting wool. It, however, excludes tailoring
charges, which come under "miscellaneous
goods and services".
2.13. Miscellaneous goods and services:
This is a residual group containing items
other than food, pan, tobacco, intoxicants,
fuel and light, clothing, footwear, rent, taxes
and durable goods.
2.14. Durable goods: Items included here
are distinguished from miscellaneous goods
by having a longer expected lifetime of use
(roughly, one year or more). Expenditure
incurred on repairs and construction of
durables used for domestic purpose is
included in "expenditure on durable goods".
2.15 Taxes and cesses:
This
term
includes only taxes and cesses which are
levied on the household as a domestic
consumer. It includes consumer licence fees
such as are paid for possession of firearms,
etc. It excludes income tax.

2.16 Education: Apart from educational
expenses proper such as school and college
fees, private tuition charges, textbooks, etc.,
this group of items includes expenses on
newspapers and magazines, fiction and
stationery.
Donations to school fund,
however, are excluded.
2.17 Institutional and non-institutional
medical expenses:
The
distinction
between institutional and non-institutional
medical expenses lies in whether the
expenses were incurred for medical treatment
undergone as an in-patient of a medical
institution (such as a hospital or nursing
home) or otherwise.
Medical expenses
include expenditure on medicines and
medical goods including family planning
appliances, payments made for medical
treatment, and expenses incurred for clinical
tests.
2.18 Economic activity: Any activity that
results in production of goods and services
that adds value to national product is
considered as economic activity. Such
activities include production of all goods and
services for market i.e. production for pay or
profit and the production of primary
commodities for own consumption and own
account production of fixed assets, among the
non-market activities.
The entire spectrum of human activity falls
into two categories economic and noneconomic activities. The economic activities
have two parts – market activities and nonmarket activities. Market activities are those
that involve remuneration to those who
perform it i.e., activity performed for pay or
profit. These are essentially production of
goods and services for the market including
those of government services etc., Nonmarket activities are the production for own
consumption of primary products including
own account processing of primary products
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and own account production of fixed assets.
(i) all the market activities described above
i.e. the activities performed for pay or profit
which result in production of goods and
services for exchange. (ii) of the non market
activities, (a) all the activities relating to the
agricultural sector (industry Divisions 01 to
05 of NIC 1998) which result in production
(including gathering of uncultivated crops,
forestry, collection of firewood, hunting,
fishing etc.) of agricultural produce for own
consumption and (b) the activities relating to
the own-account production of fixed assets.
Own account production of fixed assets
include construction of own house, roads,
wells etc., and of machinery, tools etc, for
household enterprise and also construction of
any private of community facilities free of
charge. A person may be engaged in own
account construction either in the capacity of
a labour or a supervisor.
It is to be noted that like in earlier rounds, the
activities
like
prostitution,
begging,
smuggling etc., which may result in earnings,
by convention, will not be considered as
economic activities.
2.19 Activity status: It is the activity
situation in which a person is found during a
reference period which concerns with the
person's participation in economic and noneconomic activities. According to this, a
person will be in one or a combination of the
following three statuses during a reference
period:
(i) working or being engaged in economic
activity (work) as defined in para 2.18,
(ii) being not engaged in any economic
activity (work) and either making tangible
efforts to see 'work' or being available for
'work' if the 'work' is available and
(iii) being not engaged in any economic
activity (work) and also not available for
'work'.

Activity statuses mentioned in (i) & (ii) above
are associated with 'being in labour force' and
the last with 'not being in the labour force'.
Within the labour force activity status (i) is
associated with 'employment' and that of (ii)
with unemployment' and that of (ii) with
'Unemployment'.
Identification of each individual into a unique
situation poses a problem when more than
one of the three activity statuses listed above
concurrently obtain for a person. In such an
eventuality, the identification uniquely under
any one of the three activity statuses is done
by adopting either the major time or priority
criterion. The former is used for classification
of persons under 'usual activity status'. The
three major activity statuses have been further
sub-divided into several detailed activity
categories. If a person is categorised as
engaged in economic/ non-economic activity,
by adopting one of the two criteria mentioned
above, is found to be pursuing more than one
economic/non-economic activity during the
reference period, the appropriate detailed
status code will relate to the activity in which
relatively more time has been spent. The
categories under each of the three major
activity statuses used in the survey are:
(i) working or being engaged in economic
activity (employed):
(a) worked in household enterprise (selfemployed) as an own-account worker (b)
worked in household enterprise (selfemployed) as an employer (c) worked in
household enterprise (self-employed) as
'helper' (d) worked as regular salaried/wage
employee (e) worked as casual wage labour
in public work (f) worked as casual wage
labour in other types of works (g) did not
work due to sickness though there was work
in household enterprise (h) did not work due
to other reasons though there was work in
household enterprise (i) did not work due to
sickness but had regular salaried/ wage
employment (j) did not work due to other
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reasons but had regular salaries/wage
employment
(ii) not working but seeking or available for
work (unemployed): (a) sought work (b) did
not seek but was available for work
(iii) not working and also not available for
work (not in labour force): (a) attended
education institution (b) attended domestic
duties only (c) attended domestic duties and
was also engaged in free collection of goods,
(d) recipients of rent, pension, remittance, etc.
(e) not able to work due to disability (f)
beggars, prostitutes, etc. (g) others (h) did not
work due to sickness (for casual workers
only)
2.20 Workers (or employed): Persons
who are engaged in any economic activity or
who, despite their attachment to economic
activity, have abstained from work for reason
of illness injury or other physical disability,
bad weather, festivals, social or religious
functions or other contingencies necessitating
temporary absence from work constitute
workers. Unpaid helpers who assist in the
operation of an economic activity in the
household farm or non-farm activities are
also considered as workers. All the workers
are assigned one of the detailed activity
statuses under the broad activity category '
working or being engaged in economic
activity'.
2.21 Seeking or available for work (or
unemployed): Persons, who owing to lack of
work, had not worked but either sought work
through
employment
exchanges,
intermediaries, friends or relatives or by
making applications to prospective employers
or expressed their willingness or availability
for work under the prevailing condition of
work and remuneration are considered as
those who are seeking or available for work'
or unemployed).

2.22 Usual activity status: The usual
activity status relates to the activity status of a
person during the reference period of 365
days preceding the date of survey. The
activity status on which a person spent
relatively longer time (major time criterion)
during the 365 days preceding jthe date of
survey is considered the principal usual
activity status of the persons. To decide the
principal usual activity of a person, he/she is
first categorised as belonging to the labour
force or not, during the reference period on
the basis of major time criterion. Persons,
thus, adjudged as not belonging to the labour
force are assigned the broad activity status
'neither working not available for work'. For
the persons belonging to the labour force, the
broad activity status of either 'working' or '
not working but seeking and/or available for
work' is then ascertained again on the basis of
the relatively longer time spent in the labour
force during the 365 days preceding the date
of survey. Within the broad activity status to
determined, the detailed activity status
category of a person pursuing more than one
such activity will be determined again on the
basis of the relatively longer time spent.
2.23 Subsidiary economic activity status:
A person whose principal usual status is
determined on the basis of the major time
criterion may have pursued some economic
activity for a relatively shorter time (minor
time) during the reference period of 365 days
preceding the date of survey. The status in
which such economic activity is pursued is
the subsidiary economic activity status of the
person. In case of multiple subsidiary
economic activities, the major two activities
and their statuses based on the relatively
longer time spend criterion will be
considered. It may be noted that engagement
in work in subsidiary capacity may arise out
of the two following situations: (i) a person
may be engaged for a relatively longer period
during the last 365 days in economic/ non-
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employed) if he/ she, which pursuing any
economic activity, had worked for at least
one hour on at least one day during the 7 days
unemployed)' if during the reference week no
economic activity was pursued by the person
but he/she made efforts to get work or had
been available for work any time during the
reference week though not actively seeking
week though not actively seeking work in the
belief that no work was available. a person
who had neither worked nor was available for
work any time during the reference week, is
considered to be engaged in non-economic
activities (or not in labour force). Having
decided the broad current weekly activity
status of a person on the basis of 'priority'
criterion, the detailed current activity status is
again decided on the basis of 'major time'
criterion if a person is pursing multiple
economic activities.

economic activity and for a relatively shorter
period in another economic activity and (ii) a
person may be pursing one economic activity/
non/economic activity almost throughout the
year in the principal usual activity status and
also simultaneously pursuing another
economic activity for a relatively shorter
period in a subsidiary capacity.
2.24 Current weekly activity status: The
current weekly activity status of a person is
the activity status obtaining for a person
during a reference period of 7 days preceding
the date of survey. It is decided on the basis
of a certain priority cum major time criterion.
According to the priority criterion, the status
of 'working' gets priority over the status of
'not working but seeking or available for
work' which in turn gets priority over the
status of 'neither working nor available for
work'. A person is considered working (or

---X---
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Chapter -3
Sample Design And Estimation Procedure
3.0
Sample design: A stratified
multi-stage sampling design for rural as
well as urban areas was adopted for the
survey. The first-stage units were census
villages for the rural areas and the NSSO
Urban Frame Survey (UFS) blocks for
the urban areas. Households formed the
ultimate stage units in both rural and
urban areas.
3.1
Sampling frame for first-stage
units (FSUs): For the rural areas, the list
of census villages of 1991 population
census constituted the sampling frame
for the State. For the urban areas, the list
of latest UFS blocks for all cities and
towns constituted the sampling frame.
3.2
Stratification in the rural
areas: From the list of villages of the
State, initially, three separate strata were
formed by considering villages (a) with
no population, (b) with very small
population and (c) with very high
population. These are formally stated
below:

Stratum-2: villages with population 1 to
50 (including both the boundaries) as per
1991 census,
Stratum-3: villages with population more
than 15,000 as per 1991 census.
3.3
Each of the above three
strata were formed only when there were
at least 10 villages of the specified
population in the State as per 1991
population census. Otherwise, these
villages were included in the general
strata as described below.
3.4
After formation of the
strata 1, 2 and 3, the remaining villages
of the State were considered for
formation of the general strata. Each
district with population less than 2
million as per 1991 census formed a
separate stratum. A district having
population of 2 million or more was
divided into two or more strata,
depending on its population, as per the
usual procedure followed in N.S.S.

3.5
Stratification in urban areas:
For the urban areas, strata were formed
within each N.S.S. region by grouping
towns on the basis of their population as
per 1991 census as specified below:
Composition of strata within a NSS region
All towns with population less than 50,000
All towns with population 50,000 or more but less than 2 lakhs
All towns with population 2 lakhs or more but less than 10 lakhs
Each city with population 10 lakhs or more

Stratum-1: all uninhabited villages (as
per 1991 census),

Stratum No.
1
2
3
4,5

3.6
Sub-stratification: Unlike the
rural strata, each urban stratum was
further divided into two sub-strata as
follows:

Sub-stratum 1: UFS blocks identified as
‘Slum area’
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Sub-stratum 2: remaining UFS blocks of
the stratum
3.7
Allocation of first-stage units
(FSU’s): State level sample size was
allocated between rural and urban areas
in proportion to their population.
3.8
Next, a suitable sample size –
minimum 2 and maximum 6 villages, the
exact number depending on the total
number of villages in the frame – was
allocated to stratum type 1 of rural areas
of each State. In all, 68 sample villages
were allocated to stratum 1 of the rural
areas, considering all those States/U.Ts
where stratum type 1 was formed. From
stratum 2, a sample of maximum 6
villages was selected from each State.
The number of sample villages sampled
from stratum 3 was either 2 or 4,
depending upon whether the number of
villages in frame of stratum type 3 was
less than 20 or more. The remaining
sample size (i.e. total allocation for the
rural areas less the allocations for strata
1, 2 and 3) of rural areas of each State
Area
Rural

Urban

Stratum type
1
2
3
Others
Each

and was allocated to the general strata
(i.e. the strata other than strata 1, 2 and
3) in proportion to their population.
3.9
Similarly, the urban sample size
at the State level was allocated to the
urban strata in proportion to their
population. Stratum-level allocations
were made in multiples of 4, wherever
possible. The sample size for an urban
stratum was further allocated between
the two sub-strata in proportion to the
number of UFS blocks in the respective
sub-strata by giving double weightage to
sub-stratum 1, while simultaneously,
ensuring a minimum sample size of 2 or
4 blocks to sub-stratum 1, depending
upon whether the stratum level
allocation was 4 or greater than 4. All
sub-stratum level allocations were done
in multiples of 2.
3.10 Selection of first-stage units:
The selection of the sample FSUs was
done in the form of two independent
sub-samples as follows:

Sub-stratum
Each

Selection procedure
CSS with equal probability @
-Do-*
-Do-*
CSS with PPS *
CSS with equal probability**

CSS: circular systematic sampling, PPS: probability proportional to size, size=population
@ Arrangement of villages in the frame is same as that of census
*After arranging the FSUs in ascending order of population
** After arranging the towns by districts and further arranging the towns in each district in ascending order
of their population.

3.11 Selection of hamlet-groups in
rural areas: Sample villages with large
population were subjected to a further
stage of random sampling to reduce
workload, as follows. Depending on its
population size, the selected village was
subdivided into a specified number of

parts with roughly equal population
content, by grouping contiguous natural
hamlets. These groups of hamlets were
called hamlet-groups. A random sample
of these hamlet-groups was then selected
for the subsequent stages of the survey.
The specification of the number of
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hamlet-groups to be formed and selected
Approx. present population
of the village
Less than 1200
1200-1999
2000-2499
2500-2999
3000-3499
3500-3999
4000-4499
4500-4999
5000-5499
--9500-9999
10000-10499
--14500-14999
15000-15499
and so on

for

the

Number of hamlet groups
formed (D)
1, i.e. no hamlet group
formation
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
--20
21
--30
31

survey

was

as

follows:

Number of hamlet groups
selected for survey (d)
Entire village is selected for
survey
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
--3
4
--4
5@

@ 5 hamlet groups were selected for survey from each selected village having approx. present population
of 15000 or more

3.12 UFS blocks did not require further
division for limiting the workload. The UFS
blocks – the FSUs for the urban sample –
were formed in a manner so that each of them
contains population of 800 to 1200.
3.13 Selection of households: A sample of
4 households for schedule 1.0 from each
sample FSU (both rural and urban) were
selected for survey after arranging all the
households by means of livelihood code. The
sample households were selected circularsystematically with independent random
starts from the respective frames of
households.
3.14 Estimation
procedure:
The
estimation procedure adopted in the 54th

round for schedule 31 is briefly indicated
below.
3.15 Notation: The notations used for
describing the estimation procedure are as
given below:
s=
subscript for stratum
t=
subscript for sub-stratum t (t= 1 & 2
for the urban sector and there is no substratum in the rural sector)
i=
subscript for sample village/ block
k=
subscript for sample household
z=
size of the sample village/block used
for selection (z=1 for each block)
Z=
total size for a stratum or sub-stratum
as per the frame
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n=
number of sample villages/blocks
surveyed including uninhabited and zero
cases and excluding casualty and other
not received cases (i.e. number used for
tabulation)
D = number of hamlet-groups formed
in the sample village
d=
number of hamlet groups
selected for survey
H = total number of households listed
in the frame
For rural areas:
ns
Ǔs = Zs ¦ Dsi
ns i=1 d si

1
z si

For urban areas:
nst
2
Ǔs = ¦ Z st ¦
t=1 n st i=1

H stij ¦ ystijk
h stij k

h=
number of sample households
available for tabulation
y=
value of any characteristic under
estimation in a sample village/ block/
household
Ǔ = estimate of population total of
the characteristic y

Hsij ¦ ysijk
hsij k

Note: (i) For strata 1, 2 and 3 in the rural
sector, z=1 and Z=total number of
villages in the frame of the respective
strata whereas for other strata in the rural
sector, z= population of the sample
village as per the frame used for
selection and Z= total population of the
stratum.
(ii) When D =1, d = 1 & for D > 4, 2 <
d< 5
(iii) When H>0 but h=0 for any secondstage stratum, that second-stage stratum

was merged with any of the other two
second-stage strata. In particular, if h=0
for H>0 for second-stage stratum 1,
The pooled estimate Ǔ at the State has
been obtained by summing the stratum
estimates Ǔ, over all the strata of the
State.
3.16 Estimates of ratios: The estimate
of the ratio R = Y /X (where X and Y are
the population totals of the two
characters) obtained as R = Ǔ/X ڲ ڲ ڲ.

---X---
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Chapter – 4
Summary Of Findings
4.0.
The percentage distribution of persons
and households according to monthly per

capita expenditure (MPCE) class for rural and
urban areas is given in Table No.4.1.

iÉHòÉ G.ú./ Table No.4.1
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉEòÊ®iÉÉ nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò JÉSÉÉÇSªÉÉ ´ÉMÉÉÇxÉÖºÉÉ®ú EÖò]ÖÆõ¤Éä ´É ´ªÉHòÓSÉÒ ]õCEäò´ÉÉ®úÒ
Percentage distribution of persons and households according to
monthly per capita expenditure class.

¨ÉÉÊºÉEò nù®úb÷Éä<Ç JÉSÉÉÇSÉä ´ÉMÉÇ
Â(¯û.)/ MPCE class (Rs.)
(1)
Below120

]õCEäò´ÉÉ®úÒ/ Percentage distribution of
EÖò]ÖÆõ¤Éä
´ªÉHòÒ
Households
(2)

Persons
(3)
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ/ Rural
0.05
0.06

|ÉÊiÉEÖò]ÖÆõ¤É ´ªÉHòÓSÉÒ ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ
Average No. of persons per
household (0.00)
(4)
6.03

{ÉäIÉÉ Eò¨ÉÒ
120-140
140-165
165-190
190-210
210-235
235-265
265-300
300-355
355-455
455-560
560 +ÉÊhÉ +ÊvÉEò
& above

ºÉ´ÉÇ ´ÉMÉÇ

0.08
0.58
1.26
1.79
1.76
3.32
5.84
13.30
24.23
18.88
28.87

0.13
0.78
1.59
2.25
2.28
3.89
6.89
14.95
25.47
18.06
23.59

8.02
6.33
5.98
5.93
6.12
5.52
5.56
5.30
4.95
4.51
3.85

100.0

100.0

-

109288

515598

4.71

461.06

-

-

All classes

+ÆnùÉÊVÉiÉ EÖò]ÖÆõ¤Éä / ´ªÉHòÓ/
Households/Persons
Estimated(00)

nùù.¨ÉÉ.JÉ (¯û.0.00)
MPCE (Rs.0.00)
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xÉÉMÉ®úÒ / Urban
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

below160 {ÉäIÉÉ Eò¨ÉÒ
160-190
190-230
230-265
265-310
310-355
355-410
410-490
490-605
605-825
825-1025
1025 +ÉÊhÉ +ÊvÉEò/ & above
ºÉ´ÉÇ ´ÉMÉÇ/All classes

0.33
0.35
0.22
1.71
2.08
2.42
4.90
9.01
10.71
19.62
16.06
32.53
100.0
71641

0.64
0.88
0.29
2.39
2.70
3.36
6.25
10.66
13.12
20.21
14.42
25.01
100.0
330796

8.84
11.57
5.95
6.45
5.98
6.42
5.88
5.46
5.65
4.75
4.14
3.55
4.61
-

830.69

-

-

+ÆnùÉÊVÉiÉ EÖò]ÖÆõ¤Éä / ´ªÉHòÓ/
Households/Persons
Estimated(00)

nùù.¨ÉÉ.JÉ (¯û.0.00)
MPCE (Rs.0.00)

0

5
45

556

035
30

526

5

0
23

021
19

14

016

5

10
8
6
4
2
0
012
0

Average household size

Average household size by MPCE class for rural areas(Fig.1)

MPCE class (Rs.)

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
19
023
0
26
531
0
35
541
0
49
060
5
82
510
25

Average household size

Average household size by MPCE class for Urban
areas(Fig.2)

016
0

4.1. It is observed from the table that the
average monthly per capita expenditure for
rural and urban areas was Rs.461.06 and
Rs.830.69 respectively. In rural areas about
59 per cent of the persons and about 53 per
cent of the households had their monthly per
capita expenditure (MPCE) below the
respective average expenditure, while in
urban areas about 61 per cent of the persons
from about 52 per cent of the households had
their MPCE below the respective average
expenditure. The average number of persons
per households in rural areas was observed to
be 4.7, whereas in urban areas, it was 4.6.
The average no. of persons per household
was maximum in the MPCE Class Rs.120140, while it was minimum in the highest
MPCE class, in rural areas. Similarly, in
urban areas the average number of persons
per household was maximum in the MPCE
class Rs.160-190, whereas it was minimum in
the highest MPCE class. (See Fig. 1 & 2).

MPCE class (Rs.)
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4.2.
The average value (Rs.0.00) of
consumption of broad group of items per
person for a period of 30 days for rural and

urban areas and for the State are given in
Table No.4.2.

iÉHòÉ G.ú./ Table No.4.2
30 Ênù´ÉºÉÉÆSªÉÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒiÉÒ±É ºlÉÚ±É MÉ]õÉxÉÚºÉÉ®ú ¤ÉÉ¤É´ÉÉ®ú nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉä ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ ¨ÉÖ±ªÉ (¯û.0.00)
Average value (Rs.0.00) of consumption of broad group of items per person
for a period of 30 days

¤ÉÉ¤É/ Item

OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ/ Rural

xÉÉMÉ®úÒú/ Urban

ÂIÉäjÉ / Area
®úÉVªÉ /State

(1)
iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉ/ Cereals
½þ®ú¦É®úÉ /Gram
{ÉªÉÉÇªÉÒ iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉ/ Cereal substitutes
nùÉ³Ò +ÉÊhÉ Eòb÷vÉÉxªÉä/ Pulses & products
nÖùvÉ ´É nÖùMvÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ/ Milk and milk products
JÉÉnùªÉiÉä±É /Edible oil
¨ÉÉºÉ,+Æb÷Ò ´É ¨ÉÉºÉä/ Meat, egg and fish
¦ÉÉVÉÒ{ÉÉ±ÉÉý/ Vegetables
¡ò³ý¡ò³É´É³ý/ Fruits & nuts
ºÉÉJÉ®ú/ Sugar

(2)
79.61
0.93
2.47
24.92
31.63
29.37
21.07
32.96
16.12
16.70

(3)
92.14
1.50
2.67
30.74
65.50
38.28
35.98
53.87
35.27
17.82

(4)
84.51
1.15
2.55
27.20
44.87
32.85
26.89
41.13
23.60
17.14

¨ÉÒ`ö ´É ¨ÉºÉÉ±Éä /Salt and spices
{ÉäªÉä ´É +±{ÉÉä{É½É®ú /Beverages and refreshment
BEÚòhÉ +zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ / Food total
{ÉÉxÉ, iÉÆ¤ÉÉJÉÚ ´É ¨ÉÉnùEòò pù´ªÉ /Pan, tobacco and

17.52
20.59
293.89
10.87

19.31
67.09
460.16
16.02

18.22
38.76
358.87
12.89

31.53
30.29
5.71
85.53
3.24
167.17
461.06

55.71
42.45
9.41
223.21
23.73
370.53
830.69

40.98
35.04
7.16
139.33
11.25
246.65
605.52

intoxicant
<ÆvÉxÉ ´É Ênù´ÉÉ¤ÉkÉÒ /Fuel and light
´ÉºjÉ |ÉÉ´É®úhÉä /Clothing
{ÉÉnjÉÉhÉä /Foot-wear
ºÉÆÊEòhÉÇ ´ÉºiÉÚ ´É ºÉä´ÉÉ/ Misc. goods and services
Ê]õEòÉ´ÉÚ ´ÉºiÉÚú / Durable goods
BEÚòhÉ +zÉäiÉ®ú {ÉnùÉlÉÇ/ Non-food total
BEÚòhÉ JÉSÉÇ /Total expenditure

4.3
It is seen from the table that the
average monthly per capita expenditure for
the State was Rs.605.52. The monthly per
capita expenditure on food items for the State
was Rs.358.87. For rural and urban areas, it
was Rs.293.89 and Rs.460.16 respectively.
The monthly per capita expenditure on nonfood items for the State was Rs.246.65. For

rural and urban areas, it was Rs.167.17 and
Rs.370.53 respectively. It was also observed
that in food items, the maximum expenditure
was incurred on cereals. While in non-food
items, the maximum expenditure was
incurred miscellaneous goods and services in
both rural and urban areas of the State. (See
Fig. 3 & 4).
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PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE EXPENDITURE ON DIFFERENT ITEMS
RURAL

URBAN

23%
33%
7%

55%
63%

7%

7%
5%

FIG.3
Food Items

FIG.4
Clothing

Fuel and Light

Other Non-Food Items
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4.4
The percentage distribution of
group of items for rural and urban areas and
monthly per capita expenditure by broad
for the State is given in Table No.4.3.
.
iÉHòÉ G.ú./ Table No.4.3

30 Ênù´ÉºÉÉÆSªÉÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒiÉÒ±É ºlÉÚ±É MÉ]õÉxÉÚºÉÉ®ú ¤ÉÉ¤É´ÉÉ®ú nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò JÉSÉÉÇSÉÒ ]õCEäò´ÉÉ®úÒ
Percentage distribution of monthly per capita expenditure by broad
group of items
¤ÉÉ¤É/ Item
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ/ Rural
xÉÉMÉ®úÒú/ Urban
®úÉVªÉ /State
(1)

(2)
17.27
0.20
0.54
5.40
6.86
6.37
4.57
7.14
3.50
3.62
3.80
4.47
63.74
2.36

(3)
11.09
0.18
0.32
3.70
7.88
4.61
4.33
6.48
4.24
2.14
2.32
8.08
55.39
19.28

(4)
13.96
0.19
0.42
4.49
7.41
5.42
4.44
6.79
3.90
2.83
3.00
6.40
59.25
2.13

<ÆvÉxÉ ´É Ênù´ÉÉ¤ÉkÉÒ /Fuel and light
´ÉºjÉ |ÉÉ´É®úhÉä /Clothing
{ÉÉnjÉÉhÉä /Foot-wear
ºÉÆÊEòhÉÇ ´ÉºiÉÚ ´É ºÉä´ÉÉ/ Misc. goods and services
Ê]õEòÉ´ÉÚ ´ÉºiÉÚú / Durable goods
BEÚòhÉ +zÉäiÉ®ú {ÉnùÉlÉÇ/ Non-food total
BEÚòhÉ JÉSÉÇ /Total expenditure

6.84
6.57
1.24
18.55
0.70
36.26
100.00

6.71
5.11
1.13
26.87
2.86
44.61
100.00

6.77
5.79
1.18
23.00
1.86
40.75
100.00

4.5
For the State, out of total monthly per
capita expenditure, 59 per cent expenditure
was on food items, while 41 per cent
expenditure was on non-food items. The
corresponding figures for rural areas were 64
per cent and 36 per cent respectively. For
urban areas these were 55 per cent and 45 per
cent respectively (see fig. 3&4). Further, it is
observed that the maximum share of total
monthly per capita expenditure was on
cereals, vegetables, milk and milk products,
edible oil and pulses in the rural areas. While

in urban areas it was on cereals, beverage and
refreshment and vegetables. As far as nonfood items are concerned, the maximum share
to total consumer expenditure was on
miscellaneous goods and services in both
rural and urban areas of the State. The
percentage expenditure on food items in rural
areas was found to be more than that in urban
areas. While on non-food items, the
percentage expenditure was found to be less
in rural areas as compared to that in urban
areas.

iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉ/ Cereals
½þ®ú¦É®úÉ /Gram
{ÉªÉÉÇªÉÒ iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉ/ Cereal substitutes
nùÉ³Ò/ Pulses
nÖùvÉ ´É nÖùMvÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ/ Milk and milk products
JÉÉnùªÉiÉä±É /Edible oil
¨ÉÉºÉ,+Æb÷Ò ´É ¨ÉÉºÉä/ Meat, egg and fish
¦ÉÉVÉÒ{ÉÉ±ÉÉý/ Vegetables
¡ò³ý¡ò³É´É³ý/ Fruits & nuts
ºÉÉJÉ®ú/ Sugar
¨ÉÒ`ö ´É ¨ÉºÉÉ±Éä /Salt and spices
{ÉäªÉä ´É +±{ÉÉä{É½É®ú /Beverages and refreshment
BEÚòhÉ +zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ / Food total
{ÉÉxÉ, iÉÆ¤ÉÉJÉÚ ´É ¨ÉÉnùEòò pù´ªÉ /Pan, tobacco and

intoxicant
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4.6
The average per capita quantity (in
kg.) and value (in Rs.) of consumption of

cereals for a period of 30 days in rural and
urban areas are given in Table No.4.4.

iÉHòÉ G.ú./ Table No.4.4

MÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉEòÊ®iÉÉ 30 Ênù´ÉºÉÉÆSªÉÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒiÉÒ±É iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉÉSªÉÉ
nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉä {ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ (0.00 ÎEò.OÉì.) ´É ¨ÉÚ±ªÉ (0.00 ¯û{ÉªÉä)
Average per capita quantity (0.00 kg.) and value (Rs.0.00)
of consumption of cereals for a period of 30 days

iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉ
Cereals
(1)

iÉÉÆnÚù³ý

{ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ(ÊEò.OÉì)ñ
Quantity (0.00 Kg)
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban

OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural

¨ÉÚ±ªÉ (¯û.)
Value (Rs.0.00)
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban

OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural

(2)
2.98

(3)
3.55

(4)
26.47

(5)
38.84

3.65

4.87

26.23

44.25

3.96

1.16

22.36

7.65

0.71

0.24

3.96

1.39

11.41

9.82

79.61

92.14

Rice

MÉ½Úþ
Wheat

V´ÉÉ®úÒ
Jowar

¤ÉÉVÉ®Ò
Bajra

BEÚòhÉ iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉä
Total cereals including others

4.7
It is observed from the table that in
rural areas, the total quantity of cereals
consumed per person for a period of 30 days
was 11.41 kg. having a value of Rs.79.61. In
urban areas, the corresponding figures were
9.82 kg and Rs.92.14 respectively. Jowar
(3.96 kg.) was the major cereal item of
consumption in rural areas having a value of
Rs.22.36, while in urban areas, wheat (4.87
kg.) was the major cereal item having a value
of Rs.44.25. It is further observed that the

total quantity of cereals consumed per capita
was higher in rural areas than that in urban
areas, whereas the total value of cereals was
found to be higher in urban areas.
4.8 The percentage of expenditure on cereals
to total consumer expenditure and percentage
quantity of cereals consumed per person for a
period of 30 days by items of cereals for rural
and urban areas is given in Table No.4.5.
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iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.4.5
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉEòÊ®iÉÉ 30 Ênù´ÉºÉÉSªÉÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒiÉÒ±É nù®úb÷Éä<Ç
JÉSÉÉÇSÉÒ ´É ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉÒ BEÚòhÉ JÉSÉÉÇ¶ÉÒ ´É ´ÉÉ{É®É¶ÉÒ ]õCEäò´ÉÉ®úÒ
Percentage of expenditure on cereals to total consumer expenditure and percentage
distribution of quantity of cereals consumed per person for a period of 30 days
by items of cereals for rural and urban areas

¤ÉÉ¤É
Item

iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉÉSªÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®ÉSÉÒ BEÚòhÉ
´ÉÉ{É®úÉ¶ÉÒ ]õCEäò´ÉÉ®úÒ

iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉÉ´É®úÒ±É JÉSÉÉÇSÉÒ BEÚòhÉ JÉSÉÉÇ¶ÉÒ
]õõCEäò´ÉÉ®úÒ

Percentage of expenditure on
cereals to total expenditure

Percentage of quantity of
cereals consumed to total
cereals
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban
(4)
(5)
26.12
36.15

OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural
(1)

iÉÉÆnÚù³ý

xÉÉMÉ®úÒ/ Urban

(2)
5.74

(3)
4.67

5.69

5.33

31.99

49.59

4.85

0.92

34.71

11.81

0.86

0.17

6.22

2.44

0.02

0.00

0.17

0.00

0.10

0.00

0.79

0.01

17.26

11.09

100.00

100.00

63.74

55.39

-

-

Rice

MÉ½Úþ
Wheat

V´ÉÉ®úÒ
Jowar

¤ÉÉVÉ®Ò
Bajra

¨ÉEòÉ
Maize

<iÉ®ú iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉä
Other cereals

BEÚòhÉ iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉä
Total cereals

ºÉ´ÉÇ +zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉä
All Food items

4.9
It is seen from the table that the
percentage of expenditure on cereals to total
consumer expenditure in rural areas was
found to be more than that in urban areas. In
rural, jowar was the major item of
consumption, while in urban areas wheat was
the major item of consumption.
4.10 No direct information was collected
on the prices of items of cereals in the survey.
Dividing the value of consumption of an item

by the corresponding quantity has been
derived the implicit prices of different
cereals. Average price (per kg.) of different
items of cereals as derived from the value and
quantity of consumer expenditure for rural
and urban areas of the State is given in Table
No.4.6.
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iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.4.6
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉEòÊ®iÉÉ ={É¦ÉÉäMªÉ JÉSÉÉÇSªÉÉ ({ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ ´É ¨ÉÚ±ªÉ) +ÉEòbä÷´ÉÉ®úÒ´É¯ûxÉ EòÉføhªÉÉiÉ +É±Éä±ªÉÉ
iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉÉSªÉÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓSÉÒ ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ ËEò¨ÉiÉ (|ÉÊiÉ ÊEò±ÉÉäOÉì¨É)
Average price (per kg.) of different items of cereals as derived from the value and
quantity figures of consumer expenditure for rural and urban areas
¤ÉÉ¤É /Item

ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ ËEò¨ÉiÉ/ Average price
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban

(1)

(2)

(3)

8.88
10.94
7.18
9.08
5.64
6.59
5.57
5.79
6.97
9.38
urban areas were Rs.10.94 and Rs.9.08
respectively.
4.12 Percentage of employed persons
according to ‘usual status’ and current weekly
status are given in Table No.4.7.

iÉÉÆnÚù³ý/ Rice
MÉ½Úþ /Wheat
V´ÉÉ®úÒ /Jowar
¤ÉÉVÉ®Ò /Bajra
ºÉ´ÉÇ +zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉä/ Total cereals
4.11 It is seen that average prices of all
cereals was higher in urban areas. An implicit
average price (per kg.) for rice and wheat in
rural areas were Rs.8.88, and Rs.7.18
respectively. The corresponding figures in

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table 4.7
ÊxÉiªÉÎºlÉiÉÒ ´É SÉÉ±ÉÚ +É`ö´Éb÷ªÉÉSÉÒ ÎºlÉiÉÒ ªÉÉxÉÖºÉÉ®ú ®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉ ´ªÉHòÓSÉÒ ]õCEäò´ÉÉ®úÒ
Percentage of employed persons according to usual and current weekly activity status

¡äò®úÒ (´É¹ÉÇ)ú
Round (year)

(1)
54th(1998)
53rd (1997)
52nd (1995-96)
51st (1994-95)
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban
54th(1998)
53rd (1997)
52nd (1995-96)
51st (1994-95)

{ÉÖ¯û¹É/ Male
ÊxÉiªÉÎºlÉiÉÒ
SÉÉ±ÉÚ +É`ö´Éb÷ªÉÉSÉÒ
ú Usual status
ÎºlÉiÉÒú/ Current
weekly
¨ÉÖJªÉÎºlÉiÉÒ ºÉ´ÉÇ/ All

Principal
status
(2)

status

(3)

(4)

ºjÉÒ/ Female
SÉÉ±ÉÚ +É`ö´Éb÷ªÉÉSÉÒ
ÊxÉiªÉÎºlÉiÉÒ
ÎºlÉiÉÒú/ Current
ú Usual status
weekly
¨ÉÖJªÉÎºlÉiÉÒ ºÉ´ÉÇ/ All
status

Principal
status
(5)

(6)

(7)

OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ/Rural
53. 9
54.3
53.9
51.4

54.1
54.5
54.0
51.4

53.9
54.3
53.6
51.1

26.5
26.6
31.1
30.6

27.1
27.3
29.8
32.4

25.8
26.2
29.7
31.6

51.0
51.3
51.5
55.2

51.0
51.4
51.5
55.5

50.9
51.2
51.3
55.3

12.1
11.7
9.6
12.1

12.4
12.4
9.8
12.3

12.1
11.7
9.2
12.4
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4.13 It is observed from the table that
according to usual status, varying trend is
observed in WPR for rural males from 51st to
54th round. In case of urban males, the WPR
has decreased to 51 per cent from 55 per cent
since 1994-95. The female WPR gradually
decreasing from 32 to 27 percent in the rural
areas whereas in the urban areas it was
increase from 9.6 in 52nd round to 12.1 in the
54th round. Further, in the rural areas for
females, the current weekly status estimates
of WPRs shows decreasing trend round over

round or urban areas the current weekly status
estimates of WPRs shows a varying trend.
4.14 Persons employed are categorized into
three broad groups according to their status of
employment. These groups are (i) selfemployed, (ii) regular employees and (iii)
casual labour. The percentage distribution of
the usually employed by category of
employment is given in Table No.4.8.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.4.8
®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÉSªÉÉ ÎºlÉiÉÒxÉÖºÉÉ®ú ÊxÉiªÉ ®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®ÒiÉÉÆSÉÒ ]õCEäò´ÉÉ®úÒ
Percentage distribution of the usually employed by status of employment
¡äò®úÒ/ Round
¨ÉÖJªÉÎºlÉiÉÒ/ Principal status
ºÉ´ÉÇ (¨ÉÖJªÉÎºlÉiÉÒ +nÖùªªÉ¨É ÎºlÉiÉÒ )
All ( principal status +subsidiary status)

º´ÉªÉÆ®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉ
Self
employed

ÊxÉªÉÊ¨ÉiÉ
Eò¨ÉÇSÉÉ®úÒ

(1)

(2)

Regular
employee
(3)

54
53
52
51

47.9
48.8
55.7
48.7

8.5
10.3
9.1
12.5

54
53
52
51

39.4
39.4
49.8
40.8

1.8
2.2
2.7
2.0

54
53
52
51

31.2
32.9
34.2
29.2

52.0
46.2
52.3
54.2

54
53
52
51

24.8
229
19.4
19.3

46.3
30.5
48.4
37.0

xÉèÊ¨ÉÊkÉEò
¨ÉVÉÚ®ú

º´ÉªÉÆ®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉ
self
employed

Casual
labour
(4)
(5)
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ {ÉÖ¯û¹É /Rural Males
43.6
48.1
40.9
48.8
35.2
55.7
38.8
48.8
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ÎºjÉªÉÉ/Rural females
58.7
39.6
58.4
39.6
47.5
50.2
57.2
42.9
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ {ÉÖ¯û¹É /Urban Males
16.7
31.2
20.9
32.9
13.5
34.3
16.6
29.3
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ÎºjÉªÉÉ /Urban females
28.9
25.0
46.6
25.0
32.2
20.8
43.7
21.1

ÊxÉªÉÊ¨ÉiÉ
Eò¨ÉÇSÉÉ®úÒ

xÉèÊ¨ÉÊkÉEò
¨ÉVÉÚ®ú

Regular
employee
(6)

Casual
labour
(7)

8.5
10.3
9.1
12.5

43.4
40.9
35.2
38.7

1.8
2.2
2.6
1.9

58.3
58.2
47.2
55.2

51.7
46.3
52.3
54.1

16.9
20.8
13.4
16.6

45.2
29.0
46.0
35.8

29.0
46.0
32.3
43.1
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4.15 The basic distribution of employed in
terms of status of employment shows that
about half of the employed in the rural areas
were in the ‘self employed’ category. The
percentage of regular employees was about 9
for male and 2 for female in rural areas. The
proportion of the self employed was higher
among rural males than the urban males in
every round..
4.16 Two different estimates are obtained
from the annual survey data for the
‘unemployed’ viz. (i) number of persons
unemployed based on the usual status
classification and (ii) number of persons
unemployed based on weekly status
classification. The first estimates relates to
persons unemployment for a relatively longer
period during the reference period of 365
days and approximates to an indicator of the
chronic unemployment. Two estimates of the
usually unemployed are presented. Usually

unemployed in terms of their principal status
(ps) and usually unemployed excluding the
subsidiary status of workers (usual adjusted).
Some of the unemployed identified on the
basis of principal status might be working in
a subsidiary capacity.
Hence, the
unemployment rate derived on the basis of
adjusted usual status is expected to be lower
than that based on principal status. The other
estimates, i.e. the one based on current
weekly status, given the average weekly
picture of unemployment during the survey
year and covers both chronic unemployment
and intermittent unemployment caused by
seasonal fluctuation in the employment of
those categorised as usually
employed.
Unemployment rates (No. of persons
unemployed per thousand persons in the
labour force) are given in Table No.4.9.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table 4.9
ò¤Éä®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒSÉÉ nù®ú (¸É¨É¶ÉDiÉÒiÉÒ±É nù®ú ½þVÉÉ®ú ´ªÉHòÒ¨ÉÉMÉä ¤Éä®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®ú ´ªÉHòÓSÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ)
Unemployment rates (No. of persons unemployed per 1000 persons)
in the labour force
¡äò®úÒ/ Round
{ÉÖ¯û¹É/ Male
ºjÉÒ/ Female

ÊxÉiªÉÎºlÉiÉÒ/ú

ùÊxÉiªÉúºÉ¨ÉÉªÉÉäÊVÉiÉ

Usual
status

Usual
adjusted

(1)

(2)

(3)

54
53
52
51

29
15
13
8

27
14
13
8

54
53
52
51

61
30
34
22

61
30
34
22

SÉÉ±ÉÚ
+É`ö´Éb÷ªÉÉSÉÒ
ÎºlÉiÉÒú
Current
weekly
status
(4)
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ/Rural
29
15
13
8
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban
59
30
34
21

ÊxÉiªÉÎºlÉiÉÒ/ú

ÊxÉiªÉúºÉ¨ÉÉªÉÉäÊVÉiÉ

Usual
status

Usual
adjusted

SÉÉ±ÉÚ
+É`ö´Éb÷ªÉÉSÉÒ
ÎºlÉiÉÒú

(5)

(6)

Current
weekly
status
(7)

7
0
0
0

7
0
0
0

8
0
0
0

24
33
51
8

24
31
50
8

32
25
52
8
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4.17 It is seen from the table that the
unemployment rates were higher in the urban
areas than in the rural areas. Unemployment
rates in 54th round in both the rural and urban
areas for males and females are higher than

the previous round except the females in the
urban areas for the 54th round.
4.18 The percentage distribution of the
usually unemployed (ps+ss) by their broad
current weekly status is given in Table
No.4.10.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.4.10
ùºlÉÚ±É SÉÉ±ÉÚ +É`ö´Éb÷ªÉÉSªÉÉ ÎºlÉiÉÒxÉÖºÉÉ®ú ÊxÉiªÉ®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉÉÆSÉÒ (¨ÉÖJªÉ ÎºlÉiÉÒ + nÖùªªÉ¨É ÎºlÉiÉÒ) ]õCEäò´ÉÉ®úÒú
Percentage distribution of the usually employed (principal status +subsidiary
status) by their broad current weekly status

SÉÉ±ÉÚ +É`ö´Éb÷ªÉÉSÉÒ ÎºlÉiÉÒú / Current weekly activity
ÊxÉiªÉ®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉ {ÉÖ¯û¹É
ÊxÉiªÉ®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉ ÊºjÉªÉÉ
¡äò®úÒ/Round

Usually employed males

®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉ

¤Éä®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉ

Employed

Unemployed

(1)

(2)

(3)

54
53
52
51

99.4
99.6
98.7
99.2

0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

54
53
52
51

99.7
99.6
99.5
100.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Usually employed females

¸É¨É¶ÉHòÒ
xÉºÉ±Éä±Éä/Not
in labour
force
(4)
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ/Rural
0.3
0.4
1.3
0.8
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ/ Urban
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.0

4.19 It is seen that percentage of employed
males according to current weekly status
remains same i.e. about 99 in rural areas and
about 100 in urban areas. Among females
these percentages were about 95 per cent in
rural areas.

®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉ

¤Éä®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒiÉ

¸É¨É¶ÉHòÒ
Employed Unemployed xÉºÉ±Éä±Éä/Not
(5)

(6)

in labour
force
(7)

94.4
95.6
94.5
94.5

0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0

5.4
4.4
5.5
5.5

97.5
93.9
94.7
100.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.4
6.1
5.3
0.0

4.20 The work force participation rates
(WPRS), unemployment rates (URs) and
labour force participation rates (LFPRs)
according to current weekly status for persons
of age 15 years and above for each sub round
are given in Table No.4.11.
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iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.4.11
15 ´É¹Éæ ´É +ÊvÉEò ´ÉªÉÉSªÉÉ ´ªÉHòÒÆÆEòÊ®iÉÉ SÉÉ±ÉÚ +É`ö´Éb÷ªÉÉSªÉÉ ÎºlÉiÉÒxÉÖºÉÉ®ú |ÉiªÉäEò ={É¡äò®úÒºÉÉ`öÒ EòÉªÉÇ¤É±Éù
ºÉ½þ¦ÉÉMÉ nù®ú, ¤Éä®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®ú nù®ú, ¸É¨É¶ÉHòÒ ºÉ½þ¦ÉÉMÉ nù®ú
Work force participation rates (wprs), unemployment rates (urs) and labour
force participation rates (lfprs) according to current weekly status
for persons of age 15 years and above for each sub-round
(nù® ½þVÉÉ® ´ªÉHòÒ ¨ÉÉMÉä )/ (Rate per 1000 Persons)

={É¡äò®úÒ

EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒ

Sub-round
(1)

Period
(2)

1
2

1
2

1
2

OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ/Rural
{ÉÖ¯û¹É/ Male ºjÉÒ/ Female

xÉÉMÉ®úÒ/Urban
{ÉÖ¯û¹É/ Male ºjÉÒ/Female

(3)
(4)
(5)
EòÉªÉÇ¤É±Éù ºÉ½þ¦ÉÉMÉ nù®ú/ Work-force Participation Rates (WPR)
ùVÉÉxÉä´ÉÉ®úÒ-¨ÉÉSÉÇ 1998
536
275
514
Jan-March 1998
ùBÊ|É±É-VÉÚxÉ 1998
544
267
505
April-June 1998
¤Éä®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®úÒSÉÉ nù®/Unemployment Rate (UR)
ùVÉÉxÉä´ÉÉ®úÒ-¨ÉÉSÉÇ 1998
15
3
26
Jan-March 1998
ùBÊ|É±É-VÉÚxÉ 1998
16
1
39
April-June 1998
¸É¨É¶ÉHòÒ ºÉ½þ¦ÉÉMÉ nù®ú/ Labour Force Participation Rate (LFPR)
ùVÉÉxÉä´ÉÉ®úÒ-¨ÉÉSÉÇ 1998
551
278
540
Jan-March 1998
ùBÊ|É±É-VÉÚxÉ 1998
560
268
544
April-June 1998

4.21 It is observed from the table that in
rural areas, labour force participation rates
was highest for males and females
respectively during April-June 1998 and
January-March 1998. The work force
---X---

(6)
129
118

4
3

133
121

participation rate was highest for males in
rural areas during April-June 1998 and for
females in rural areas during January-March
1998.
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Chapter-5
Comparative picture in respect of some of the important
characteristics of central and state sample estimates
between the two estimates gives also an idea
about the magnitude of the error, due to the
sampling of the enquiry. The following paras
give comparison for some important
characteristics of the household consumer
expenditure.

5.0.
The State participates in the National
Sample Survey programmes on a matching
sample basis. An independent matching
sample was drawn for the State for which all
steps viz. fieldwork, tabulation etc. were
carried out. An independent set of results is
therefore, available for the State sample. The
results from two independent samples namely
State and Central samples, help not only in
increasing the precision of the results by way
of combining them but the difference

5.1.
The average number of persons per
household according to State and Central
sample is given in the following Table
No.5.1.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.5.1
|ÉÊiÉ EÖò]ÖÆõ¤É ´ªÉHòÓSÉÒ ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ
Average number of persons per household

EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉSÉÉ ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ +ÉEòÉ®ú

Area

Average household size

Eåòp ù/ Central

®úÉVªÉ / State

(2)
5.0
4.7

(3)
4.7
4.6

(1)
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ / Rural
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ / Urban
5.2.
It is observed that the estimated
average household size was coincide with the
central sample estimate, in both the areas.

5.3.
Value (Rs.0.00) of consumption of
food and non-food and total expenditure per
person for a period of 30 days for both the
State and Central sample are given in the
Table No.5.2.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.5.2
30 Ênù´ÉºÉÉSªÉÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒiÉÒ±É +zÉ ´É +zÉäiÉ®ú ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓSªÉÉ BEÚòhÉ nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉä ¨ÉÚ±ªÉ.(¯û.)
Value (Rs.0.00) of consumption of food and non-food items and
total expenditure per person for a period of 30 days
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban
¤ÉÉ¤É/ Item
Eåòpù/ Central
®úÉVªÉ/ State
Eåòpù/ Central
®úÉVªÉ/ State
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
219.09
293.88
397.91
460.16
+zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ/ Food
164.95
167.18
490.73
370.53
+zÉäiÉ®ú {ÉnùÉlÉÇ/ Non-food
384.04
461.06
888.64
830.69
BEÚòhÉ JÉSÉÇ/ Total expenditure
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5.4.
It is seen from the table that the State
sample estimates are on higher side than the
Central sample estimates in both the areas
except for non-food items in urban areas.

5.5.
Quantity (0.00 kg.) and value
(Rs.0.00) of consumption of cereals per
person for a period of 30 days for Central and
State sample are given in the Table No.5.3.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.5.3
30 Ênù´ÉºÉÉSªÉÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒiÉÒ±É iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉÉSªÉÉ nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉä {ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ ´É ¨ÉÚ±ªÉ
IÉäjÉ/ Area
(1)

OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ

Quantity (0.00 kg) and value (Rs.0.00) of consumption
of cereals per person for a period of 30 days
Eåòpù/ Central
®úÉVªÉ/ State
{ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ/ Quantity
¨ÉÚ±ªÉ/ Value
{ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ/ Quantity
¨ÉÚ±ªÉ/ Value
(kg)
(Rs.)
(kg)
(Rs.)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
10.45
69.60
11.41
79.61

/Rural

xÉÉMÉ®úÒ

8.86

88.23

9.82

92.14

/Urban
5.6.
It is seen that in both the areas, the
State sample estimates are on higher side than
the Central sample estimates.

5.7.
The value of consumption on food
items other than cereals per person for a
period of 30 days for both the State and
Central sample is given in Table No.5.4.

.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.5.4
30 Ênù´ÉºÉÉSªÉÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒiÉÒ±É iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉä ´ªÉÊiÉÊ®úHò +zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÉÈSªÉÉ nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉä ¨ÉÚ±ªÉ (¯û.0.00)
Value (Rs.0.00) of consumption of food items other than
cereals per person for a period of 30 days
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban
¤ÉÉ¤É/ Item
Eåòpù/ Central
®úÉVªÉ/ State
Eåòpù/ Central
®úÉVªÉ/ State
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉä ´ªÉÊiÉÊ®úHò +zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÈ
149.49
213.39
309.68
368.02
Food items other than cereals
5.8

It is observed that in both the areas,

the State sample estimates are on higher side.
---X---
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Chapter - 6
Comparative Picture Of Some Important Characteristics Based On N.S.S. 54th Round
Survey And Earlier Surveys
6.0.
The enquiry of household consumer
expenditure was conducted in earlier rounds
viz. 27th, 32nd, 38th, 42nd to 51st rounds.
Amongst these rounds, 27th, 32nd, 38th, 43rd
and 50th rounds surveys were quinquennial in
nature with a large sample size and rest of the
survey rounds were having a thin sample.

However, in this chapter, comparisons of
estimates generated from 51st, 52nd, 53rd &
54th round are discussed.
6.1.
Table No.6.1 gives the average
number of persons per households in rural
and urban areas.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.6.1
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ |ÉÊiÉEÖò]ÖÆõ¤É ´ªÉHòÓSÉÒ ºÉÆJªÉÉ
Average number of persons per household in rural and urban areas

IÉäjÉ/ Area
(1)
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban

51st
(2)
4.8
4.0

52nd
(3)
4.9
4.6

6.2.
The average household size in the
rural areas goes on decreasing from 51st to
54th round except 52nd round, In urban areas
the trend was seems to be reverse except 53rd
round.

¡äò®úÒ/ Round

53rd
(4)
4.5
4.4

54th
(5)
4.7
4.6

6.3.
Average
monthly
per
capita
expenditure (in Rs.) of rural and urban areas
are given in the Table No.6.2.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.6.2
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò JÉSÉÇ (¯û{ÉªÉÉÆ¨ÉvªÉä)
Average monthly per capita expenditure (in Rs.) of rural and urban areas

IÉäjÉ/Area
(1)
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban

st

51
(2)
395.20
647.97

6.4.
It is observed that there is an
increasing trend in the average monthly per
capita expenditure in both rural and urban

nd

52
(3)
447.81
738.94

¡äò®úÒ/ Round

53rd
(4)
521.96
782.09

54th
(5)
461.06
830.69

areas of the State except for rural areas in
54th round. (see Fig.5).
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MPCE during the various Rounds (Fig.5)
1000
MPCE

800
600

647.97

400

395.2

830.69

782.09

738.94

521.96

447.81

6.5.
The monthly per capita quantity and
value of consumption of cereals in rural and
urban areas are given in Table No.6.3.

461.06

200
0
51
Rural

52

53

54

Round

Urban

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.6.3
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉÉÆSÉä nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉä {ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ ´É ¨ÉÚ±ªÉ
Monthly per capita quantity and value of consumption of
cereals in rural and urban areas

IÉäjÉ/Area
(1)

OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ

{ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ(ÊEò.OÉ.¨ÉvªÉä) /Quntity (in kg)
¡äò®úÒ/ Round

¨ÉÖ±ªÉ (¯û{ÉªÉÉÆ¨ÉvªÉä) /Value (in Rs)
¡äò®úÒ/ Round

51st
(2)
13.03

52nd
(3)
12.96

53rd
(4)
11.88

54th
(5)
11.41

51st
(6)
76.00

52nd
(7)
83.80

53rd
(8)
84.24

54th
(9)
79.61

10.65

10.39

10.55

9.82

76.33

83.95

90.06

92.14

Rural

xÉÉMÉ®úÒ
Urban

6.6
It is observed that the quantity of
consumption of cereals per person for a
period of 30 days are found to be decreasing
in both the areas of the State, except for urban
areas in 53rd round. Whereas the value of
consumption goes on increasing over round
to round except for rural areas in 54th round.

6.7.
The monthly per capita quantity of
consumption of rice and wheat in both the
rural and urban areas is given in Table
No.6.4.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.6.4
iÉÉÆnÖù³ý ´É MÉ½Úþ ªÉÉÆSªÉÉ ´ÉÉ{É®úÉSÉä nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò {ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ
Monthly per capita quantity of consumption of rice and wheat

¤ÉÉ¤É/ Item
(1)

iÉÉÆnÖù³ /Rice
MÉ½Úþ /Wheat

51st
(2)
3.03
3.57

OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural

52nd
(3)
2.93
4.37

53rd
(4)
3.41
3.96

54th
(5)
2.98
3.65

51st
(6)
3.56
5.22

{ÉÊ®ú¨ÉÉhÉ (ÊEò.OÉ.)ñ/Quantity (in kg.)
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban
52nd
(7)
3.50
5.28

53rd
(8)
3.39
5.24

54th
(9)
3.55
4.87
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6.8.
It is observed that the average
monthly per capita quantity of consumption
of rice and wheat shows the varying trend in
both the rural and urban areas.

6.9.
The average monthly per capita
expenditure (Rs.) on food and non-food items
is given in the Table No.6.5.

iÉHòÉ Gò./Table No.6.5
+zÉ ´É +xxÉäkÉ®ú {ÉnùÉlÉÉÈ´É®úÒ±É ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò JÉSÉÇ (¯û.)
¤ÉÉ¤É/ Item
(1)

+zÉ {ÉnùÉlÉÇ

Average monthly per capita expenditure (Rs.) on food
and non-food items
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ /Rural
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ /Urban
st
nd
rd
st
52
53
54th
51
52nd
53rd
51
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
242.21 284.74
324.79
293.89
353.84
404.74
403.81

54th
(9)
460.16

Food

+zÉäiÉ®ú {ÉnùÉlÉÇ 152.99

163.07

197.17

167.17

294.07

334.19

378.28

370.53

Non-food
6.10. It is observed that the estimates of
average monthly per capita expenditure on
food and non-food items goes on increasing
over round to round i.e. from 51st to 54th

round in both the areas except for food items
for rural areas in 54th round and urban areas
in 53rd round and for non-food items in rural
and urban areas in 54th round.

---X---
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APPENDIX –I
LIST OF DETAILED TABLES
Table
Description
Page No.
No.
Rural
Urban
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
1
Estimated number of households and persons and sex ratio
30
31
for each monthly per capita expenditure class
2
Per 1000 distribution of households and persons by
32
33
monthly per capita expenditure class and no of persons and
economically active Persons per 1000 households for
different monthly per capita expenditure classes
3
Quantity and value of consumption of cereals, gram and
34
35
cereal Substitutes per person for a period of 30 days for
each monthly per capita expenditure class
4
Value (Rs.0.00) of consumption of broad group of food
36
38
and non-food items per person for a period of 30 days for
each monthly per capita expenditure class.
5
Per 1000 distribution of persons by current weekly activity
40
40
for each age-group
6
Per 1000 distribution of persons by current weekly activity
41
44
for each age-group
7
Per 1000 distribution of persons by principal usual activity
47
50
category for each age-group
8
Per 1000 distribution persons by usual activity category
53
56
taking also into consideration the subsidiary economic
activity of persons categorized not working in principal
status for each age-group
9R Per 1000 distribution of persons (age 15 & above) by usual 59
activity status (principal and subsidiary status taken
9U Per 1000 distribution of persons (age 15 years & above) by
62
usual activity status (principal and subsidiary status taken
together) for each household type for rural areas.
10
Per 1000 distribution of usually working persons by
65
66
industry.
11
Per 1000 distribution of persons by current weekly activity
67
70
for each usual activity taking also into consideration the
subsidiary economic activity of persons categorised not
working in the principal status.
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®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ xÉ¨ÉÖxÉÉ {ÉÉ½hÉÒSªÉÉ ¡äò®úÒ Gò. 54 (VÉÉxÉä´ÉÉ®úÒ, 1998 iÉä VÉÚxÉ,ú 1998) ¨ÉvÉÒ±É {ÉjÉEò 1.0
“EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉSÉÉ ={É¦ÉÉäMªÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É®úÒ±É JÉSÉÇ” ªÉÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉÉ´É®úÒ±É ®úÉVªÉ xÉ¨ÉÖxÉÉ {ÉÉ½þhÉÒSªÉÉ +½´ÉÉ±ÉÉSÉÉ ºÉÉ®úÉÆ¶É
1) |ÉºiÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ : Eåòpù ¶ÉÉºÉxÉ ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ xÉ¨ÉÖxÉÉ {ÉÉ½hÉÒ
ºÉÆPÉ]õxÉä¨ÉÉ¡ÇòiÉ ÊxÉªÉÊ¨ÉiÉ{ÉhÉä näù¶ÉÉiÉÒ±É ±ÉÉäEòÉÆSªÉÉ
ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò ´É +ÉÊlÉÇEò ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓÊ´É¹ÉªÉÒ {ÉÉ½hªÉÉ PÉäiÉ
+ºÉiÉä. ¨É½þÉ®úÉ¹]Å ¶ÉÉºÉxÉ ªÉÉ {ÉÉ½þhªÉÉÆ¨ÉvªÉä +xÉÖ¯û{É
xÉ¨ÉÖxÉÉ iÉi´ÉÉ´É®ú ÊxÉªÉÊ¨ÉiÉ{ÉhÉä ºÉ½þ¦ÉÉMÉÒ ½þÉäiÉ +ºÉÖxÉ
®úÉVªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ º´ÉiÉÆjÉ{ÉhÉä ÊxÉ´Éb÷±Éä±ªÉÉ xÉ¨ÉÖxªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ
+ÉEòbä÷´ÉÉ®úÒ MÉÉä³ýÉ Eò¯ûxÉ ÊiÉSÉä Ê´É¶±Éä¹ÉhÉ Eò®úiÉä.
®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ xÉ¨ÉÖxÉÉ {ÉÉ½þhÉÒ ¡äò®úÒ Gò. 1 (+ÉìC]õÉä¤É®,ú
1950 iÉä ¨ÉÉSÉÇ, 1951) {ÉÉºÉÚxÉ ¡äò®úÒ Gò. 26 (VÉÖ±Éè,
1971 iÉä VÉÚxÉ, 1972) {ÉªÉçiÉ ÊxÉªÉÊ¨ÉiÉ{ÉhÉä “
EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉSÉÉ ={É¦ÉÉäMªÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É®úÒ±É JÉSÉÇ ” ªÉÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉÉ´É®
{ÉÉ½hÉÒ PÉähªÉÉiÉ ªÉäiÉ ½þÉäiÉÒ. ¡äò®úÒ Gò. 26 xÉÆiÉ®ú
®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ xÉ¨ÉÖxÉÉ {ÉÉ½þhÉÒ ºÉÆPÉ]õxÉäSªÉÉ ÊxÉªÉÉ¨ÉEò
{ÉÊ®ú¹ÉnäùxÉä “EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉSÉÉ ={É¦ÉÉäMªÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É®úÒ±É JÉSÉÇ” ´É
“ ®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®ú ´É ¤Éä®úÉäVÉMÉÉ®ú ” ªÉÉ nùÉäxÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉÉ´É®Ò±É
{ÉÉ½þhÉÒ BEòÊjÉiÉ{ÉhÉä nù®ú {ÉÉSÉ ´É¹ÉÉÇxÉÒ PÉähªÉÉSÉä
`ö®úÊ´É±Éä. ¡äò®úÒ Gò. 27 (+ÉìC]õÉä¤É®ú, 1972 iÉä
ºÉ{]åõ¤É®,ú 1973) {ÉÉºÉÚxÉ ªÉÉSÉÒ ºÉÖ¯û´ÉÉiÉ ZÉÉ±ÉÒ.
{ÉÖx½þÉ ¡äò®úÒ Gò. 42 {ÉÉºÉÚxÉ “ EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉSÉÉ ={É¦ÉÉäMªÉ
¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É®úÒ±É JÉSÉÇ ” ªÉÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉÉ´É® nù®ú´É¹ÉÔ ±É½þÉxÉ
xÉ¨ÉÖxÉÉ +ÉEòÉ®úÉ¨ÉvªÉä {ÉÉ½hÉÒ PÉähªÉÉSÉä `ö®úÊ´ÉhªÉÉiÉ
+É±Éä. ªÉÉ +xÉÖ¹ÉÆMÉÉxÉä ¡äò®úÒ Gò.54 ½Òþ +Eò®úÉ´ÉÒ ¡äò®úÒ
½þÉäiÉÒ. ½þÒ ¡äò®úÒ VÉÉxÉä´ÉÉ®úÒ, 1998 iÉä VÉÚxÉ,ú 1998
ªÉÉ EòÉ±ÉÉ´ÉvÉÒiÉ PÉähªÉÉiÉ +É±ÉÒ. ªÉÉ ¡äò®ÒiÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉÖÊ½þEò
¨ÉÉ±É¨ÉkÉäSÉÒ ºÉÉvÉxÉä, ºÉÉÆb÷{ÉÉhÉÒ ´ªÉ´ÉºlÉÉ ´É
±ÉÉMÉ´Éb÷ÒSªÉÉ {ÉvnùiÉÒ ªÉÉ´É®ú |ÉÉ¨ÉÖJªÉÉxÉä ¨ÉÉÊ½þiÉÒ
MÉÉä³ýÉ Eäò±ÉÒ MÉä±ÉÒ. iªÉÉ ºÉÉä¤ÉiÉSÉ ±É½þÉxÉ xÉ¨ÉÖxªÉÉ¨ÉvªÉä
EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉÆSÉÉ ={É¦ÉÉäMªÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É®úÒ±É JÉSÉÉÇ´É®ú ¨ÉÉÊ½þiÉÒ
MÉÉä³ýÉ Eäò±ÉÒ MÉä±ÉÒ. ªÉÉ ¡äò®úÒiÉ º´ÉiÉÆjÉ{ÉhÉä ÊxÉ´ÉbhªÉÉiÉ
+É±Éä±ªÉÉ xÉ¨ÉÖxªÉÉÆ¨ÉvªÉä ®úÉVªÉÉiÉÒ±É 335 OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É
318 xÉÉMÉ®úÒ PÉ]õEòÉiÉÒ±É 1,340 EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉEòbÚ÷xÉ
+ÉEòbä÷´ÉÉ®úÒ MÉÉä³ýÉ Eò®úhªÉÉiÉ +É±ÉÒ.
2) ¨É½þi´ÉÉSÉä ÊxÉ¹Eò¹ÉÇ :- {ÉÉ½þhÉÒ ¨ÉvªÉä MÉÉä³ýÉ
Eò®úhªÉÉiÉ +É±Éä±ªÉÉ +ÉEòbä÷´ÉÉ®úÒSªÉÉ iÉ{É¶ÉÒ±É´ÉÉ®ú
Ê´É¶±Éä¹ÉhÉÉiÉÚxÉ |ÉÉ{iÉ ZÉÉ±Éä±Éä ÊxÉ¹Eò¹ÉÇ {ÉÖfäø näùhªÉÉiÉ
+É±Éä +É½äþiÉ.

3)
®úÉVªÉÉiÉ EÖò]ÖÆ¤ÉÉSÉÉ ={É¦ÉÉäMªÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÒÆ´É®úÒ±É
ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò JÉSÉÇ 605.52 ¯û{ÉªÉä
<iÉEòÉ +Éfø³ý±ÉÉ. EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉSÉÉ ={É¦ÉÉäMªÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÒ´É®úÒ±É
ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò JÉSÉÇ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ
461.06 ¯û{ÉªÉä iÉ®ú xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ 830.69 ¯û{ÉªÉä
<iÉEòÉ +Éfø³ý±ÉÉ. nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò JÉSÉÉÇSªÉÉ
´ÉMÉÉÇxÉÖºÉÉ®ú OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ 53 ]õCEäò EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉiÉÒ±É
59 ]õCEäò ´ªÉHòÓSÉÉ JÉSÉÇ ºÉ®ÉºÉ®úÒ JÉSÉÉÇ{ÉäIÉÉ Eò¨ÉÒ
½þÉäiÉÉ. xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ ½äþ |É¨ÉÉhÉ 61 ]õCEäò ´ªÉHòÒ
+ÉÊhÉ 52 ]õCEäò EÖò]ÖÆõ¤Éä <iÉEòä +Éfø³ý±Éä. |ÉiÉÒ EÖò]ÖÆõ¤É
ºÉ®úÉºÉ®úÒ ´ªÉHòÓSÉä |É¨ÉÉhÉ OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ 4.7 ´ªÉHòÒ
iÉ®ú xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ 4.6 ´ªÉHòÒ <iÉEäò +Éfø³ý±Éä.
4)
EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉSªÉÉ
®úÉ½hÉÒ¨ÉÉxÉÉSÉÉ
nùVÉÉÇ
+¦ªÉÉºÉhªÉÉºÉÉ`öÒ EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉSªÉÉ JÉSÉÉÇSÉÒ ÊxÉ®úÊxÉ®úÉ³ýªÉÉ
¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓxÉÖºÉÉ®ú
Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉhÉÒ
Eò®úhªÉÉiÉ
+É±ÉÒ.
Ê´É¶±Éä¹ÉhÉÉEò®úÒiÉÉ ½þÒ +ÉEòbä÷´ÉÉ®úÒ +zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ ´É
+zÉäiÉ®ú {ÉnùÉlÉÇ +¶ÉÉ nùÉäxÉ MÉ]õÉiÉ Ê´É¦ÉÉMÉhªÉÉiÉ
+É±ÉÒ. ªÉÉ nùÉäxÉ MÉ]õÉiÉ ªÉähÉÉ-ªÉÉ ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓSÉä ={ÉMÉ]õ
{ÉÉb÷hªÉÉiÉ +É±Éä. OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É ºÉ®ÉºÉ®úÒ
nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò JÉSÉÇ 461.06 ¯û{ÉªÉÉÆ{ÉèEòÒ
+zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ MÉ]õÉiÉÒ±É ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É®ú 293.89 ¯û{ÉªÉä iÉ®ú
+zÉäiÉ®ú {ÉnùÉlÉÇ MÉ]õÉiÉÒ±É ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É®ú 167.17 ¯û{ÉªÉä
JÉSÉÇ ZÉÉ±ªÉÉSÉä +Éfø³ý±Éä.
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É
ºÉ®ÉºÉ®úÒ nù®úb÷Éä<Ç ¨ÉÉÊºÉEò JÉSÉÇ 830.69 ¯û{ÉªÉÉÆ{ÉèEòÒ
+zÉ{ÉnùÉlÉÇ òMÉ]ÉõiÉÒ±É ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É®ú 460.16 ¯û{ÉªÉä iÉ®ú
+zÉäkÉ®ú {ÉnùÉlÉÇ MÉ]õÉiÉÒ±É ¤ÉÉ¤ÉÓ´É®ú 370.53 ¯û{ÉªÉä
JÉSÉÇ ZÉÉ±ªÉÉSÉä +Éfø³ýÚxÉ +É±Éä. OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ
iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉä, nÚùvÉ ´É nÖùMvÉVÉxªÉ {ÉnùÉlÉÇ, JÉÉtiÉä±É,
+ÉÊhÉ Eòb÷vÉÉxªÉä ªÉÉ´É®ú iÉ®ú xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ
iÉÞhÉvÉÉxªÉä, nÚùvÉ ´É nÖùMvÉVÉxªÉ {ÉnùÉlÉÇ +ÉÊhÉ {ÉäªÉä ´É
+±{ÉÉä{É½þÉ®ú ªÉÉ´É®ú VÉÉºiÉ JÉSÉÇ ½þÉäiÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉSÉä
+Éfø³ý±Éä. +zÉäkÉ®ú {ÉnùÉlÉÉÇ¨ÉvªÉä <iÉ®ú ÊEò®úEòÉä³ý ´ÉºiÉÚ
´É ºÉä´ÉÉ ªÉÉ´É®úÒ±É JÉSÉÇ VÉÉºiÉ +ºÉ±ªÉÉSÉä OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ´É
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ nùÉäx½þÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉ +Éfø³ý±Éä.
5)
OÉÉ¨ÉÒhÉ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉSÉä V´ÉÉ®úÒ iÉ®ú
xÉÉMÉ®úÒ ¦ÉÉMÉÉiÉÒ±É EÖò]ÖÆõ¤ÉÉÆSÉä MÉ½Úþ ½äþ ¨ÉÖJªÉ +zÉ ½þÉäiÉä.
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